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Abstract: However, several counter-drone solutions exist, these are individual, isolated means of countering drones. The aim of the 

paper is to sum up the counter-commercial-drone solutions and to highlight the possible synergic effects of employing these assets as a 

system. The author reckons that during the formulation of counter-drone systems, the basic tenets of defensive counter-air and airspace 

control also can be applied. In the paper, the expression of drone means a remotely piloted aircraft system which can be purchased from 

commercial stores or from internet based stores. 
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1. Introduction
1

By the rapidly increasing number of commercial drones, also 

known as Small Unmanned Aircraft System (S-UAV), the threat 

generated by these assets and the burden on air traffic management 

systems is also raising. According to the latest Eurocontrol 

estimates, the number of drones sold in Europe is about 1-1.5 

million pieces and still growing. [1, p.17.] Being the threat 

intentional or unintentional, a highly capable countering system 

shall be formulated in order to protect industrial facilities, 

governmental buildings, military facilities, sports stadiums and any 

other important interests identified by the government and by 

proper agencies or professional organisations. 

The management of harmless hobby, business, or governmental 

drone traffic and the protection against intentional drone threat 

require a highly capable and extremely complex solution. On the 

one hand, the former category (harmless drone traffic) should be 

managed by a mostly procedural unmanned traffic management 

system and judicial means. On the other hand, for the protection 

against the latter one (intentional drone threat) another complex 

solution shall be formed. However creating such a system looks a 

bit far away and needs plenty of work and tests, the theoretical basis 

is already exists and in effect for decades. NATO AJP 3.3.1 B, 

which document is the Allied Joint Doctrine for Counter-Air, 

describes complete, really thorough and proven active air defence 

functions. 

2. The Light and Dark Sides of Drone Employment

Even if the majority of drone traffic is not hurtful or obviously 

beneficial, it has to be managed. For first, the author gives an 

overview on the positive side of drone application. The most 

common area is the hobby use of drones. It is for the joy of people, 

for instance a parent plays with his/her child, creating aerial pictures 

or motion picture, and so on. The employers of drones from the 

business sector might be the agriculture-, film-, energy-, security-, 

traffic and transportation-, mining- or construction industry and 

even the commerce area. [1, p.23-28.] The third great area of drone 

application is realised by the governmental sector. Drones might be 

utilized by the low enforcement [2], disaster relief [3] and of course 

by the armed forces [4]. As a summary, see the figure below (Fig. 

1.) 
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Fig. 1. The beneficial main- and subareas of drone employment2 

Besides from the beneficial areas we must be aware of the risks 

and threats posed by drones. Even the most threat meant by drones 

is not intentional. In most cases the reason is lack of skill, poor 

navigation, unknown regulations, lost contact signal, technical 

failure and so on. In the recent history several incidents or accidents 

has been registered: drone fallen in the garden of the White House 

(USA); danger close to German Chancellor Angela Merkel; drone 

harmed sportsmen, reporter, and spectators; drone endangered 

airplane and helicopter; drone crashed into buildings and flew into 

stadiums dangerously; etc. [5] In London, UK Gatwick Airport was 

closed for more than 36 hour due to unknown drone presence [6] 

and also in London, just one hour closure at Heathrow Airport 

effected more than 1 000 airlines, due to drones as well. [7] All the 

former incidents could be committed unintentional due to the above 

mentioned reasons or even intentional. Unless the perpetrator is 

arrested, the origin of intention is really difficult to find out. 

The other great source of risks is the kamikaze like use of 

drones as a weapon and also the armed use of drones by aggressive 

non-governmental organisations or terrorist organisations. Given 

sources date the first armed use of drones for the 1990s [8, p.360], 

others originate it for the early 2000s by Hezbollah. [9] The most 

experienced employer with the most extensive roles of drones is the 

Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). This organization possesses 

facilities for modifying drones for their “special” purposes and for 

training of drone pilots for the roles of reconnaissance, attack and 

inducing panic amongst the opposing armed forces and public. [10, 

p.2-14.] [11] Besides the former activities, several other injurious

acts can be mentioned: information smuggling, [12] or item

smuggling into prisons, [13] or even transportation of radioactive

material. [14] As a summary of directions of risks and threats posed

by drones, see the figure below (Fig. 2.).

2 Edited by the author based on references [2]-[4]. 
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Fig. 2. The main- and subareas of risks and threats posed by 

drones3 

3. Administrative Means for Drone Traffic 

Management 

The author means administrative measures for drone traffic 

management which excludes active counter solutions, so by the 

former one he refers on traffic management systems, judicial 

regulation, production regulation, licencing, education, information 

and advertisement, etc. 

One of the most comprehensive means of administrative 

measures is the so called Unmanned (Aircraft System)Traffic 

Management (UTM). In the interpretation of ICAO (International 

Civil Aviation Organization) UTM is “a concept that brings an 

automated ATM-like system to very low level airspace which will 

be occupied primarily by unmanned aircraft weighing less than 25 

kgs (commonly referred to as drones). Development of this concept 

is underway in many States, at universities and by large aviation 

corporations and new start-up tech companies.” [15] At the FAA 

(Federal Aviation Administration, USA) UTM means an 

“ecosystem for uncontrolled operations that is separate from, but 

complementary to, the FAA's Air Traffic Management (ATM) 

system. UTM development will ultimately identify services, roles 

and responsibilities, information architecture, data exchange 

protocols, software functions, infrastructure, and performance 

requirements for enabling the management of low-altitude 

uncontrolled drone operations.” [16] 

Two separate means or incorporated elements of the UTM are 

GeoFencing and GeoCaging. By GeoFencing an imaginary fence is 

raised around a given reference point (e.g. a centre of a building 

with a proper radius) and no drone (with the proper technology) can 

cross that line. [17] GeoCaging is the opposite, the drone is in an 

imaginary cage and cannot leave it. [18] 

Informing drone users will be essential in the future about 

judicial regulations and changes; the ethical and responsible use of 

drones; and about possible drone piloting trainings. The necessity of 

possessing drone piloting licence is also an issue to be thoroughly 

discussed and examined. The standardization of drone production is 

also an important area to think about. In the formulating European 

Union rules there will be different equipment regulations regarding 

the drone classes also defined by the EU. The trustworthy tracing of 

drones is one of the essential bases of UTM and in general of 

reliable drone traffic management system, for example by small 

transponders or by other means. [19, p.114-116.] [20, p.274-277.] 

It is quite obvious and easy to understand that the former traffic 

management system is for a cooperating user who is able and 

willing to observe the regarding rules of the air. For the aggressive 

and harmful use of drones a different, aggressive and harmful active 

system of counter measures is needed. 

                                                                 
3
 Edited by the author based on references [5]-[14]. 

4. The Active Counter Measures against Drones 

In order to the aggressive drone traffic be manageable and the 

perpetrators also could be located, much more active measures shall 

be implemented than it was presented in the former section. In this 

section the intention of the author is not to create another brochure 

like collection – others have already done that – but to present an 

overview on the categories of active means of countering drones, 

which will be also important elements of a counter-drone system. 

These means can be divided into three main classes. 

The first group of active counter measure elements consists of 

different types of airspace surveillance assets. These sensors 

provide the majority of information on threats from the air and 

fundamentally determine the situational awareness, therefore the 

success of the counter-drone activity. The most common resource of 

airspace control is a radar based sensor system. In case of counter-

drone activity, the acoustic surveillance is also a quite effective 

solution, furthermore electro-magnetic wave detection or electro-

optical sensing augmented with infrared sensors are applied as well. 

[21] 

Another group of counter-drone means is the different types of 

jammers. In this case also different types of solutions exist. The 

communication between the controller and aircraft can be disturbed, 

the aircraft itself [21] [22] and even the global positioning can be 

jammed as well. [23] In this scenario we can talk about a real 

counter-measure where the controller and the aircraft will be 

separated. At certain areas this is a more preferable way of denying 

drones than shooting them from the sky, though this might be a 

slower and less certain solution. 

The third, final and most violent group contains the kinetic 

countering methods, mostly weapons. One way can be an 

interceptor drone which drops a net on the attacking drone. [21] 

Furthermore kinetic means can be missiles, cannons, guns, personal 

weapons, laser- or microwave weapons, etc. [25, p.90-91.] [26] [27] 

Causing collateral damage is a very high risk factor during applying 

any of the former measures, the falling parts and debris and flying 

projectiles necessitate precise and careful employment. 

5. Counter-drone activity as a system 

Echoing the author’s observations from above: during the study 

of this topic, there was no book, study or paper which has given a 

comprehensive approach on countering drones. In this last section, 

for first the scientific classification will be discussed of counter-

drone activity, than a build-up of comprehensive synergic drone 

managing system will be recommended. 

In Military Sciences, the counter-drone activity can be classified 

into Air Power Theory, from the five core Air Power Roles 

(Counter-Air, Attack, Information Collection, Air Mobility and 

Personnel Recovery) [28, p.1-8–1-17.] it can be classified into the 

role of Counter-Air. Finally in Counter-Air role, countering drones 

shall be recognised as a Defensive Counter-Air activity with both 

the sub-categories of Active- and Passive Air Defence (Fig. 3.). 

 

Fig. 3. Scientific categorisation of counter-drone activity 

According to the fifth chapter of NATO AJP 3.3.1 B: “DCA 

operations are conducted primarily in reaction to adversary air and 

missile offensive initiatives. DCA includes active and passive 

measures to protect forces and vital interests from enemy air and 

missile attacks. DCA operations attempt interception of intruding 

enemy aircraft and missiles as early as possible and should be 
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conducted as far from the friendly operations area as feasible. They 

aim to detect, identify, intercept, negate or preferably destroy 

enemy air and missile forces attempting to attack or penetrate the 

friendly air environment. Effective employment of limited assets 

across a broad front can only be achieved by prioritizing tasks and 

managing risks. Consequently, the ability to react effectively must 

be premised on a comprehensive infrastructure facilitated by 

detailed planning.” [29, p.5-1.] When the reader changes the words 

of air and missile attack for drone attacks – which are also threats 

from the air against a nation’s (vital) interests – the definition will 

still be valid and credible. 

The one of the two sub-categories of Defensive Counter-Air is 

Active Air Defence and the other one is Passive Air Defence. 

“Active AD is direct defensive action taken to destroy, nullify, or 

reduce the effectiveness of hostile air and missile threats against 

friendly forces and assets. It includes the use of aircraft, air defence 

weapons, EW, and other available weapons. Integration of these 

weapon systems will allow for a defence in depth, using multiple 

engagements.” [29, p.5-1.] “Passive AD consists of all measures, 

other than active air defence, taken to minimize the effectiveness of 

hostile air and missile threats against friendly forces and assets. 

These measures include camouflage, deception, dispersion, and the 

use of protective construction. … ” [29, p.5-1.] 

For a complex and active counter-drone system NATO AJP 

3.3.1 B also provides the framework, the doctrine defines Active 

Air Defence Functions as follows: 

 Detection;

 Routing;

 Identification;

 Transmission of information;

 Assignment of weapons;

 Control of weapons;

 Engagement;

 Combat assessment;

 Recovery of aircraft.

A comprehensive synergic drone traffic managing system 

should be consisting of Active- and Passive Air Defence segments. 

The classic Passive Air Defence measures are less applicable in this 

case, but the above discussed administrative means for drone traffic 

management can be interpreted as the passive subdivision. The 

active part mostly consists of the means of the former sections 

which are incorporated into the Active Air Defence Functions along 

with some other measures and procedures. In order to create such a 

visioned system every element is on the shelves, our task is to work 

with, integrate and test them. 

Analogously with the classic Active Air Defence Functions the 

functions of an active counter-drone subsystem should be the 

following: 

 First, the aerial target detection shall be performed and, in

parallel, it need to be looking for the location of the control

station by examining the signal output;

 The detected aerial target should be tracked, so with the

help of a proper software to convert it from plot to tack. The

tracking shall be continuous, and a predetermined trajectory

prediction is also should be calculated by the actual flight

properties;

 According to the available flight information or flight plan,

the track needed to be identified and labelled with the

sufficient identification category (i.e.: friend, x-ray, zombie,

hostile, etc.);

 The intensive flow of information is also continuous,

accordingly with the identification category and whether the

drone is a threat or not;

 If the drone poses threat towards the given facility, after a

quick threat analysis, the proper type of counter-measure

and procedure is selected;

 After that selection, the application of proper active counter-

measure or procedure occurs. This might be jamming,

forcing the drone to land, application of impulse weapon, or

employment of any kinetic mean;

 Finally, an assessment should be performed whether the

countering activity was successful and whether the system

was able to cope with the threat. After the assessment the

countering system returns to its base state and the

surveillance of the airspace continues.

6. Summary

The counter-drone activity cannot be and will not be effective 

by utilizing individual counter measures and drone traffic managing 

means parallel. From the available resources, know-how and best 

practices an integrated and synergic counter-drone system should be 

formulated which contains active and passive means as well. During 

the resources no company was found which would be perform such 

an integration, the author reckons that such an effort would be 

feasible by a state, or rather an alliance of states, like NATO. 

In the NATO thinking about countering drones must be a really 

highlighted topic, because these small remotely piloted aircraft 

systems redefine the airspace sovereignty. For mall states or non-

governmental (even terror) organisations with restricted finance 

opportunities, drones provide access to such Air Power capabilities 

which would be unreachable in case of the mere accessibility of 

conventional air assets. 
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